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May 29, 2007 
 
 
To the members of the School Reform Commission: 
  
On behalf of Parents United for Public Education and the Philadelphia Home & School Council, we 
are writing an open letter to explain the vote of NO CONFIDENCE in the proposed budget you are 
planning to pass on Tuesday, May 29th. More than 40 official parent bodies and parent-based 
organizations endorse this vote. 
 
Since last spring, parents and schools around the city have rallied around the cry “Not Another School 
Cut.” We have raised the alarms about budget cuts that have directly impacted our classrooms. We have 
demanded a public process and called for public hearings in order for the SRC to include parent concerns.  
 
While we appreciate the progress over the past years, today we are at a critical juncture. We face a long 
term deficit situation – potentially a billion dollars over the next five years; a change in leadership at all 
levels; and the renewal of Education Management Organizations, often pointed to as the symbol of this 
SRC’s reform efforts. 
 
More than ever, we need to stabilize our schools and classrooms to weather these tumultuous times. We 
need an open and public process which includes the voice of parents in a call for accountability for and 
transparency in the decisions that impact our children.  
 
However, the SRC’s current budget plan fails to meet these standards. The budget plan has had almost no 
community review or questioning despite calling for, among many other things: 
 

• $100 million in cuts next year alone, under the best possible financial scenario; 
• 250 teacher cuts, some of which have nothing to do with enrollment. This brings to 2,000 the 

number of classroom teachers eliminated since 2004; 
• 22 proposed school closings, with no process for public discussion and planning; and 
• the virtual elimination of deseg bussing, once a historical mandate of public schools. 

 
One of the first steps for the SRC is to address class size. A Public School Notebook study says the 
student-to-teacher ratio has actually increased since 2002. We need targeted dollars to reduce the number 
of students in our classes, prevent split grades, and cover needed classes at the high school level. We 
cannot accept a class size ratio that is the highest in the state and hasn’t improved in nearly two decades. 
  
The SRC must understand the dangers of defining reform as the diverse provider model, specifically 
regarding the EMOs. Reform is about achievement and accountability. For many district schools, it is 
intolerable the ways EMO’s are funded (full pay despite underenrollment, $107 million extra over five 
years, sweetheart contracts despite 2/3 failing to meet AYP, lack of compliance with special ed and 
English language learner mandates). We cannot continue to see quality district schools cut, while EMOs 
receive an unending stream of dollars despite failing to meet the same accountability standards as all other 
schools.  
 



The SRC must recognize that the District's current process of community engagement fails to meet basic 
standards of community accountability. Three minutes on a Wednesday afternoon is not parent 
engagement. Your lack of transparency in decision-making, the lack of public questioning of your 
actions, and your insistence on this meeting schedule and the format for parent input –timed testimony 
that mandates no response – raises serious concerns about public accountability.  
 
As a result of these concerns, we are executing a VOTE OF NO CONFIDENCE IN YOUR BUDGET 
PLAN AND FIVE-YEAR PLAN.  To address this situation, we make the following demands: 

1. No budget cuts until an emergency process is called to incorporate substantive parent and 
community based review and input as was promised last fall by Chairman Nevels;  

2. Public hearings on the Five-Year Plan for detailed questioning by the public and public 
officials on its financial and academic implications;  

3. An opportunity for parents and community representatives to meet with District budget staff to 
come up with an alternative list of cuts, such as private contracts, SRC staff, EMO funding, and 
consulting costs of retired administrative personnel;  

4. A change in the SRC meeting schedule to accommodate parents and other citizens. Community 
meetings should move around the city, and evening meetings must be a regular feature of the 
annual schedule; and 

5. A stated commitment to reform as defined by achievement and accountability, not by EMOS 
and the diverse provider model. 

The SRC must recognize that parents led the charge to move Councilman Goode's Public Education 
Reinvestment Act through City Council. However, we cannot continue to fight so passionately for our 
schools when the SRC creates a budget that eviscerates the very things that make our schools work. We 
cannot have faith in a leadership that continues to reward failing EMO schools at the same time it talks 
about a “declaration of education.” 
  
It is for this reason that we the undersigned execute a vote of NO CONFIDENCE in the SRC's budget 
plan on this date of May 29, 2007. Because of the failure to engage in substantive parent and community 
engagement and the failure to provide a quality teaching and learning environment, we the undersigned 
hereby SAY NO to this budget for our children  
 
Things must change. Parents must be at the table and our schools’ needs must be addressed as a primary 
objective. We expect that we are not at odds in this mission, and that we will be working towards this 
together in the coming months. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Helen Gym     Greg Wade 
Parents United for Public Education  Philadelphia Home & School Council 
 
 
ATT: School signatories

  
 


